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Abstract: Recent advances in nanophotonics open the way for promising applications
towards efficient single molecule fluorescence analysis. In this review, we discuss how
photonic methods bring innovative solutions for two essential questions: how to detect a
single molecule in a highly concentrated solution, and how to enhance the faint optical signal
emitted per molecule? The focus is set primarily on the widely used technique of fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), yet the discussion can be extended to other single molecule
detection methods.
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1. Introduction
The capacity to detect and analyze optical signals emitted from single molecules is a key issue in
nanosciences, especially for biological applications. Data from a single molecule may reveal information
hidden by ensemble measurements, such as variances in kinetic rates, memory effects, or transient states
[1]. Observing a single or few dye molecules enables the study of dynamics and characteristics of the
sample without actually disturbing their equilibrium. Therefore, efficiently detecting a single molecule
has become a major goal with applications in chemical, biochemical and biophysical analysis.
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Among the large number of methods that have been developed to investigate single molecules [2],
fluorescence spectroscopy plays the largest role today. Fluorescence bears a high intrinsic optical
efficiency, and provides information about the molecular environment and structure in many different
ways: brightness, lifetime, anisotropy or spectrum.
To analyse the fluorescence signal from a single molecule, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) is a powerful and versatile method [3, 4]. FCS is based on the statistical analysis of the temporal
fluctuations affecting the fluorescence intensity. It can in principle provide information about any
molecular process that induces a change in the fluorescence intensity. For instance, fluctuations occur
when molecules diffuse in and out of an observation volume, or when reaction kinetics or conformational
changes induce a change in the fluorescence brightness. Applications include determining translational
and rotational diffusion, molecular concentrations, chemical kinetics, and binding reactions [5].
A critical issue in FCS as in any single molecule experiment is to discriminate the (weak) relevant
signal from the noise, which requires simultaneously high fluorescence count rates per molecule and
low background. Therefore, FCS is commonly implemented on a confocal microscope with a high-end
immersion objective, providing high resolution and large numerical aperture (see Figure 1). Despite its
extreme sensitivity, this approach remains limited by the phenomenon of optical diffraction.
Figure 1. State-of-the-art for single molecule detection in solution based on a confocal
microscope and fluorescence correlation analysis. The inset shows the size of the typical
analysis volume.

Optical diffraction limits confocal microscopy in two ways. First, it restricts the analysis volume
to rather large values of typically 0.5 femtoliter (= 0.5 µm3 ). This amounts to a useful concentration
in the nanomolar range in order to isolate only a few molecules, which comes in contradiction to the
concentrations in the micro to the millimolar range typically found in living cells. Second, optical
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diffraction restricts confocal microscopy to relatively low detection rates per molecule. This limits the
choice of fluorescence markers to relatively bright species, and imposes long integration times.
Recent advances in nanophotonics and fluorescence microscopy offer new solutions to overcome
the limits imposed by diffraction [6–8]. Drawing a parallel with computer engineering (Figure 2),
nanosciences enable major breakthroughs in designing novel photonic tools for single molecule analysis.
The observation volume can be reduced by several orders of magnitude below the diffraction-limited
confocal volume, while the detected fluorescence rate per molecule can be enhanced more than ten times.
The photonic environment can affect the fluorescence emission in three ways: (i) by locally enhancing
the excitation intensity, (ii) by increasing the emitter’s radiative rate and quantum efficiency, and (iii) by
modifying its radiation pattern, towards a higher emission directionality to the detectors. A major goal
is to tailor the electromagnetic environment surrounding the molecules, so as to simultaneously enhance
the collected fluorescence and decrease the detection volume to reduce background noise and enlarge
the practicable domain of concentrations for single-molecule analysis.
Figure 2. As in computer engineering, nanosciences enable major breakthroughs
in designing novel microscope tools and devices (computers pictures courtesy of
Wikipedia.org).

In this contribution, we focus on two fundamental questions that bear highly practical applications:
how to detect one single molecule in a highly concentrated solution, and how to enhance the faint
optical signal emitted per molecule? Both key parameters of volume reduction and fluorescence rate
enhancement will be discussed. The focus is set primarily on the widely used technique of fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), yet the discussion can be extended to other single molecule detection
methods. We divide the different strategies into two main areas. The first one takes advantages of shaping
the laser excitation beam in an unconventional manner (Section 2), while the second introduces photonic
structures to overcome the diffraction limit (Section 3).
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2. Improved Single Molecule Fluorescence Detection by Structuring the Laser Excitation Beam
To improve single molecule fluorescence detection, several optical methods have been suggested and
tested in light microscopy. The methods regrouped in this section share the fact that they primarily focus
on modifying the laser excitation beam to further confine light on the nanoscale and improve the spatial
resolution. Figure 3 describes the different methods of this section, the line at the bottom of each picture
summarizes the main physical concept used.
Figure 3. Designs for improved single molecule fluorescence detection by structuring the
laser excitation beam; see text for details.

2.1. Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy: TIRF
This system takes advantage of a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy setup.
Fluorescent molecules diffusing above the upper interface of the TIRF prism or objective are excited
by an evanescent wave generated by total internal reflection at the solid/liquid interface [9]. The shallow
evanescent field in the liquid elegantly defines an analysis volume that is strongly reduced along the
longitudinal direction. Its longitudinal extend typically amounts to ∼ λ/6, which offers a reduction of
10 compared to conventional confocal microscopes. An important feature for this technique is that still a
confocal pinhole conjugated to the object plane has to be used in order to reduce the lateral dimensions of
the fluorescence analysis volume [10]. TIRF-FCS offers an excellent axial confinement, yet it does not
provide lateral confinement of the excitation profile and a pinhole in the image plane is needed to reduce
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the lateral extension of the detection profile. Therefore, out-of-focus photobleaching can be a major issue
in TIRF-FCS, leading to a depletion of fluorophores and limiting the accuracy of FCS measurements.
Originally introduced in 1981 [9], this technique can now be combined with commercially available
microscope objectives for TIRF imaging [10]. This tool can be used as efficiently for analyzing
molecules diffusion in solution or in a lipid membrane [11], and is also compatible with multi-dye
fluorescence detection [13].
Lastly, it can be combined with a thin metal layer for specific excitation of surface plasmon modes,
which offers further background noise reduction and longitudinal confinement [12].
2.2. Fluorescence Detection on a Mirror
Single molecule detection in solution is tightly bound to the implementation of confocal microscopy,
as depicted on Figure 1. An elegant way to reduce the confocal analysis volume and enhance the
fluorescence rate emitted per molecule takes advantage of a dielectric mirror set at the focal point of
the excitation beam (see Figure 3). The mirror affects both the laser excitation intensity and pattern, and
the collection of the emitted fluorescence. The coherent excitation beam, which is reflected, produces an
interference pattern along the optical axis with an interfringe spacing of λ/2n, where λ is the excitation
wavelength and n is the medium refractive index.
Two important effects occur when the confocal detection volume is located on the mirrors surface
[14, 15]. First,interference fringes in the excitation beam give rise to a new characteristic time in
the fluorescence correlation function. This new time is found to be independent of the transverse
excitation fields beam waist and permits accurate measurement of diffusion coefficients without any
a priori knowledge of the confocal volume geometry. Second, the count rate per emitter is significantly
enhanced owing to control of spontaneous emission and enhancement of the excitation field, with a gain
up to four times.
This technique has been applied to accurately measure the diffusion coefficient of the enhanced green
fluorescent protein (EGFP) in the cytoplasm of living Escherichia coli [16].
2.3. 4Pi Microscopy
New light microscopy concepts have been developed to improve the spatial resolution up to about
20 nm [17]. Among them, 4Pi microscopy takes advantage of two opposite microscope objectives with
high numerical apertures [18]. Its principle is illustrated in Figure 3. Coherent light from a laser is
split into two beams, which are focused at the same point onto a sample by two opposite objectives.
Constructive interference of the two beams enhances the focusing of the light, and the illuminated
region is narrower along the optical axis than in the case of the common confocal microscope. In
4Pi microscopy, various types of illumination and detection are utilized: type A corresponds to the
illumination via two objectives with constructive interference and detection through one of the objectives
in a confocal mode (commercially available); in type C, both illumination and detection are performed
using two objectives, with constructive interference in both cases.
Increasing the number of objectives to two (or more) decreases the detection volume and increases
the fluorescence collection efficiency. The 4Pi microscope features a point spread function with a central
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peak of 100 nm width in the axial direction and 220 nm width in the focal plane. In addition, the point
spread function has smaller secondary maxima spaced on the optical axis at a distance of about half a
wavelength from the main maximum. The essential point is that about 90% of the fluorescence signal
stems from the main peak. Thus, the observation volume is virtually coincident with that of the main
maximum of the point spread function.
A major problem in the adaptation of 4Pi microscopy to FCS is to account for the complicated
point spread function of the microscope. A theoretical and computational framework has therefore been
developed for data analysis, and validated by measurements on model systems [19].
2.4. Stimulated Emission Depletion Microscopy: STED
A different approach to overcome the diffraction barrier is to use stimulated emission depletion
(STED) of the fluorescent molecular state (Figure 3) [17]. STED is a far-field method bearing
sub-diffraction analysis volumes suitable for FCS. In STED, a regular diffraction-limited focal spot
(green) is used to excite the fluorescence, while a second laser beam (red) stimulates the excited
molecules down to their ground state. The laser beam for stimulated emission is custom-tailored
to feature a zero-intensity minimum at the center but high intensity in the focal periphery. This
configuration ensures that fluorescence occurs only in the very center of the focal spots and is strongly
suppressed in the spots periphery. An additional attractive feature of STED is that it allows to adjust the
detection volume by increasing the power of the stimulating beam.
The first implementation of a STED experiment with FCS was published by Kastrup et al. [20]. In a
series of FCS measurements on a dilute solution of a red-fluorescing oxazine dye, the STED irradiance
was successively increased yielding a 25-fold reduction of the axial diffusion time, equivalent to a 5-fold
reduction of the focal volume. However, much stronger analysis volume reduction can be expected with
that method.
In a second contribution, STED-FCS was used to investigate the cell membrane architecture
at the nanoscale [21]. Single diffusing lipid molecules were detected in nanosized areas in the
plasma membrane of living cells. Tuning of the probed area 70-fold below the diffraction barrier
reveals that sphingolipids and glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins are transiently trapped
in cholesterol-mediated molecular complexes dwelling within 20 nm diameter areas. This tunable
noninvasive optical recording combined to nanoscale imaging is a powerful new approach to study the
dynamics of molecules in living cells.
3. Improved Single Molecule Fluorescence Detection by Using Photonic Structures
Optical methods of this section introduce photonic structures from millimeter to nanometer size to
improve the detection of the fluorescence signal. The first two techniques (paraboloid collector and
solid immersion lens) make the transition with the methods discussed in Section 2 and introduce many
key concepts of nanophotonics. The last four techniques go really into the nanoworld of photonics. In
addition to Figure 3, Figure 4 describes the photonic methods of this section for enhanced detection.
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Figure 4. Designs for improved single molecule fluorescence detection by using photonic
structures; see text for details.

3.1. Paraboloid Collector
This main core of this technique is to replace the microscope objective by a paraboloid glass segment
acting as a mirror for collecting the fluorescence (Figure 4). A special feature of the system is its
ability to sample not only fluorescence that is emitted below the angle of total internal reflection
(known as the critical angle) but also particularly the light above the critical angle. This is especially
advantageous for collecting the fluorescence of surface-bound molecules. This specific optical system
leads to a fluorescence collection efficiency to more than 65% of the total of emitted light, whereas
high numerical aperture microscope objectives are able to collect 44% at best. Moreover, the detection
volume can be restricted ten times below the standard confocal volume [22, 23]. This allows for a strong
discrimination of bulk-generated against surface-generated fluorescence, which may be of great value
when surface-binding processes are monitored.
The potential of a paraboloid collector (also referred to as supercritical angle objective) for FCS has
been discussed in [24], demonstrating a clear advantage of paraboloid-FCS for diffusion measurements
in lipid membranes. This method circumvents the need to illuminate at large angles as with TIRF
and achieves an excellent axial confinement in combination with a small lateral excitation spot of a
customized confocal microscope.
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3.2. Solid Immersion Lens: SIL
For FCS, confinement of the excitation field and high fluorescence collection efficiency are key
parameters. Both are directly proportional to the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope objective
system. Immersing the analysis volume with a liquid of a high refractive index, e.g., oil, increases the
effective NA. Another way to increase the NA can be achieved by utilizing a solid immersion lens or SIL
(Figure 4). A SIL is generally a hemisphere made in a material of high refractive index that is set at the
focus of a microscope objective to further increase the overall NA of the whole system [25].
To perform FCS at high molecular concentrations with an ultra-high NA, an option is to combine a
0.6 NA air objective to a solid immersion lens (SIL) with refractive index close to 2 [26]. Experiments
performed on a commercial FCS apparatus (Zeiss ConfoCorr 1) shown 50% higher collection efficiency
and better field confinement for the SIL system in comparison to the conventional confocal set-up.
Performances can be increased further by aberration compensation and pre-shaping the incident
wavefront to obtain near diffraction-limited performance [27].
3.3. Microspheres
Dielectric microspheres can be a viable alternative for enhanced fluorescence detection in solution,
offering a simple and low-cost method [28]. When a latex microsphere is illuminated with a
tightly-focused Gaussian beam, it over-focuses light in a region with subwavelength dimensions in
both the transverse and longitudinal directions, creating high local intensities. This effect stems from
interferences between the field scattered by the sphere and the high angular components of the incident
Gaussian beam passing aside the sphere [29].
Latex microspheres have been exploited to enhance the detection of single fluorescent molecules in
FCS, yielding a simultaneous decrease of the confocal observation volume by an order of magnitude and
an enhancement of the fluorescence brightness by a factor of five [28]. This phenomenon was explained
as the microsphere increases the excitation intensity sensed by the molecule up to a factor of 2.2, while
at the same time it allows for a gain in collection efficiency up to 60% by redirecting the light emitted
at large incidences towards the optical axis [30]. Commercially available latex microspheres therefore
appear as an attractive and cost-effective route to enhance the confocal microscopes for FCS without
requiring expensive nanofabrication facilities.
Latex microspheres can also be combined with a simple low NA lens to form a high performance
disposable optical system. This offers a simple and low-cost alternative to the expensive microscope
objectives used in FCS [31]. Moreover, microspheres can be combined to an optical fiber for remote FCS
analysis in an endoscopic apparatus [32]. The technique is sensitive enough to detect single fluorescent
molecules. This offers new opportunities for reducing the bulky microscope setup and extending FCS to
remote or in vivo applications.
3.4. Nanofluidic Channels
Novel nanofabrication techniques enable the realization of structures to confine the sampling volume
in the fluorescent solution on sizes much smaller than the diffraction limit. Mechanically restricting
the observation volume directly improves the efficiency of FCS toward micromolar concentration
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ranges [33]. It also simultaneously improves slightly the fluorescence rate per molecule by detecting
only the molecules that sense the strongest excitation intensity at the center of the laser spot.
Foquet and coworkers have used nanofabricated channels with dimensions smaller or equal to the
width and depth of a diffraction-limited detection volume in confocal microscopy for FCS studies
[34, 35]. An effective detection volume of few tens of attoliters was achieved (see Figure 4).
The nanochannels had typical dimensions of a few hundred nanometers in their cross-section.
Such nanometer sized channels offer natural platforms for optofluidic sensing devices to achieve
high-throughput analysis systems at the single molecule level. Furthermore, FCS can be applied
successfully to measure velocities and directionalities in different capillaries for hydrodynamic and
electrophoretic flows [36].
Lastly, nanochannels open new opportunities for full implementation of FCS on a chip [37]. Full
planar integration can be achieved by lithographic definition of sub-picoliter excitation volumes using
intersecting solid and liquid-core optical waveguides. Silicon micro and nanophotonics are thus to
replace free-space microscopes, and offer even higher performances. This permits implementation of
numerous diagnostic applications on compact planar optofluidic devices.
3.5. Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscope: NSOM
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is based on a subwavelength-sized light source that
is raster-scanned across a surface at a distance of a few nanometers to image the sample. Near-field
optical methods have been widely developed to provide spatial resolutions of 10?30 nm [38]. Compared
to the other systems described in this section, NSOM bears the essential ability to image the sample.
NSOM microscopes are typically implemented using tapered optical single-mode fibers that are
coated with a thin layer of aluminum. At the apex of the tip, an aperture of nanometer size is opened by
focused ion beam milling (Figure 4). The region illuminated at the apex of the tip is constrained both in
the lateral and longitudinal directions (for an aperture diameter typically below half the wavelength, the
laser field evanescently decays inside the aperture, with a longitudinal extend of about 100 nm).
FCS measurements using NSOM probes have been reported in [39]. An order of magnitude reduction
in the area compared to confocal FCS has been achieved, while the use of probes with smaller apertures is
expected to provide an additional order of magnitude reduction. It was also reported that bare chemically
etched, tapered fiber tips could be implemented for NSOM-FCS [40].
Very recently, NSOM-FCS was applied to study proteins diffusion passing through individual nuclear
pore complexes of the nuclear envelope [41]. FCS characterizes the translocation as driven by Brownian
motion and determines the related kinetic constants.
3.6. Nanometric Apertures
A simple and elegant way of generating a reduced analysis volume for FCS implements a single
nanometric aperture milled in an opaque metallic film. As illustrated on Figure 4, the nanoaperture
acts as a pinhole filter located directly into the object plane. When the aperture diameter is sufficiently
reduced below the cut-off diameter of the fundamental excitation mode that may propagate through
the aperture, the light inside the aperture is confined to a rapidly decaying evanescent mode, with a
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decay length of a few tens of nanometers (such devices have thus been named zero-mode waveguides).
This concepts bears strong relations with NSOM probes, yet in a much more robust and easy to use
configuration. Since both excitation and fluorescence collection are performed from the glass substrate
side, very high detection efficiencies can be reached.
An impressive amount of literature has been published about the use of nanoapertures for FCS,
since the pioneering demonstration of Levene and coworkers in 2003 [42]. With aperture diameters
down to 30 nm, detection volumes of a few tens of zeptoliters (1 zL = 1021 L) have been generated,
which are about four orders of magnitude smaller than diffraction-limited confocal volumes. DNA
polymerase activity can be monitored at the single molecule level at dye concentrations of a few tens of
micromolar. Implementation of nanoapertures currently provides the best performances for FCS at high
concentrations [43, 44]. The applications can be extended to dual-color cross-correlation FCCS analysis
[45], and to monitor flow mixing [46].
A second major effect brought by the sub-wavelength aperture is that it can significantly enhance
the detected fluorescence rate per emitter. Using single rhodamine 6G molecules in isolated 150 nm
diameter apertures milled in an aluminum film, a 6.5 fold enhancement of the fluorescence rate per
molecule was reported as compared to free solution [47, 48]. Further enhancement up to 25-fold can
be obtained by tuning the plasmon properties of the nanoapertures [49–51]. This provides a dramatic
increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for FCS even at single molecule resolution. An experimental gain
in SNR of about 1 order of magnitude, corresponds to a 100-fold reduction of the experiment duration,
evidencing the feasibility of FCS analysis with fast integration times of about 1 s [52]. This opens the
way to monitoring of a variety of biochemical reactions at reduced time scales.
Biophotonic applications of nanoapertures are reviewed for instance in [53]. The illuminated area
well below the diffraction limit has proven of essential interest for FCS studies in lipid bilayers [54, 55]
as well as in live cell membranes [56–58]. Nanoapertures combined to FCS offer the advantages of both
high spatial and temporal resolution together with a direct statistical analysis.
Lastly, a very promising application of nanometric apertures concerns real-time single-molecule DNA
sequencing [59]. Performing high-throughput, high-accuracy DNA sequencing at low costs has become
a major issue, largely attracted by the growing potential of quantitative genomics. Each nanoaperture
forms a nano-observation chamber for watching the activity of a single DNA polymerase enzyme
performing DNA sequencing by synthesis.
4. Conclusions
At least ten different strategies have been demonstrated to enhance single molecule detection
techniques beyond the limits set by optical diffraction. Table 1 summarizes their respective properties for
reducing the analysis volume and enhancing the detected fluorescence rate per molecule. This enables
fast comparison between the techniques and standard confocal microscopy. Table 1 also provides our
arbitrary vision of the respective complexity required while setting up these novel strategies. Lastly,
Figure 5 illustrates the practical ranges of concentrations offered by each method for single molecule
detection.
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Table 1. Summary of the two main characteristics for single molecule detection
systems: volume reduction and fluorescence signal enhancement factors as compared to
state-of-the-art confocal microscope.
Type
Confocal
TIRF
Mirror
4Pi
STED
Paraboloid
SIL
Microsphere
Nanofluidics
NSOM
Nanoapertures

Volume reduction
x1
x10
x6
x6
x100
x10
x3
x10
x100
x100
x1000

Fluo. enhancement
x1
x2
x4
x4
?
x2
x1.5
x5
x3
?
x25

Complexity
*
*
*
***
***
*
**
*
**
***
**

Figure 5. Range for analysis volumes and corresponding concentrations to ensure one single
molecule in the analysis volume for the different schemes discussed here.
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Based on the end-user application requirements, we believe that many photonic strategies exist to
enhance single molecule fluorescence detection. For those needing simple and robust integration with
commercially available systems, TIRF microscope objectives, paraboloid objectives and polystyrene
microspheres offer relevant improvements. For maximum integration into optofluidic systems,
nanochannels possibly equipped with microspheres or nanoapertures are the natural choice. Lastly, for
maximum performance, nanoapertures offer the best gains, both in volume reduction and fluorescence
rate enhancement.
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